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ABSTRACT
A memory-based interaction obstacle is a condition which
impedes human memory during Human-Computer Interac-
tion, for example a memory-loading secondary task. In this
paper, we present an approach to detect the presence of such
memory-based interaction obstacles from logged user behavior
during system use. For this purpose, we use a recurrent neural
network which models the resulting temporal sequences. To
acquire a sufficient number of training episodes, we employ a
cognitive user simulation. We evaluate the approach with data
from a user test and on which we outperform a non-sequential
baseline by up to 42% relative.

CCS Concepts
•Human-centered computing→ User models;

Author Keywords
Classification of user behavior; memory; interaction
obstacles; LSTMs

INTRODUCTION
When humans interact with computers, they may face inter-
action obstacles which constrain their ability to successfully
complete their tasks. Interaction obstacles occur in various
forms, related to perceptual, cognitive, or motor challenges.
For an adaptive interaction system, modeling such interaction
obstacles is important to provide individual support targeting
these interaction obstacles. One of the central human cognitive
functions is working memory. Working memory is strongly
correlated to general intelligence [4] and determines perfor-
mance in most non-trivial HCI tasks. If working memory of
the user is impeded, an intelligent system could for example
adapt by reducing its own memory load [25].

Existing approaches (see Section 2) for dynamically detecting
memory-based interaction obstacles online make use of one
or more sensors to classify the cognitive state of the user. In
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many situations however, using sensors may not be feasible
due to cost, convenience, or privacy considerations. In this
paper, we present an approach for detecting a memory-loading
secondary task as an interaction obstacle purely by exploit-
ing behavioral patterns from interaction features without any
additional sensors. To this end, we employ Long Short Term
Memory (LSTM) networks, which are a special type of recur-
rent neural networks to model temporal relationships in the
sequence of behavioral patterns.

For analyzing this approach, we investigate data recorded dur-
ing the play of a game of matching pairs. Matching pairs is a
stand-in for a complex interaction task with a strong memory
component. Matching pairs is also a relevant study subject
in its own right as it is used for the activation of people suf-
fering from dementia [6], which is a condition that strongly
affects memory. In this work, our goal is to identify the pres-
ence of memory-based interaction obstacles in the form of
a memory-loading secondary task by classifying sequences
of user behavior data, recorded as interaction features. We
expect players to behave differently based on whether their
memory is distracted by a secondary task, e.g., by missing
opportunities to collect previously revealed pairs of cards or
revealing the same card multiple times. We will show that, by
using a sequential classification model of human behavioral
data, we are able to discriminate between game play situations
with and without secondary task.

Our two main contributions in this paper are: First, we present
a novel LSTM-based approach for the detection of memory-
based interaction obstacles from sequential behavioral data.
Second, for dealing with data sparseness in modeling user
behavior from real data, we present a novel approach for the
cognitively motivated simulation of user behavior to generate
enough training sequences.

RELATED WORK
As working memory is such an important cognitive construct
influencing many HCI tasks, there exists a large body of re-
search which aims at measuring working memory load [21],
which is usually modulated through memory-loading sec-
ondary tasks. Actual measurement of working memory load
then takes place by classifying features from various sensors.
Most prominently, researchers investigate signals from neural
sources, for example recorded from electroencephalography
(EEG): Berka et al. [3] showed the feasibility of classifying
working memory load from frequency features at different
electrode sides using an unobtrusive EEG headset. Baldwin
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and Penaranda [2] used a classifier based on Neural Networks
to discriminate two difficulty levels across three different mem-
ory tasks. Ke et al. [16] showed that a memory load classifier
based on a broad range of frequency features could be trans-
ferred from a simple n-back task to the more complex Multi-
Attribute Task battery. Herff et al. [13] showed how a hybrid
classifier (combining EEG and fNIRS measurement) was able
to reliably discriminate pairs of difficulty levels in a sequential
memory task. Mühl et al. [18] used Common Spatial Patterns
on different frequency ranges to generate features for classifi-
cation of workload under different stress conditions. Heger et
al. [12] showed that adapting the behavior of a system to work-
load measured from EEG in a multitasking situation helped
users to improve efficiency and effectiveness in the main task.
Brain activity is not the only modality which carries informa-
tion on memory load; eye tracking data can also be used for
this purpose: Rozado and Dünser [22] demonstrated that EEG-
based load estimation can be combined with pupillometry data
for increased accuracy. Katidioti et al. [15] used pupillometry-
based load estimation to create a task-independent interruption
management system.

All of the presented approaches have in common that they only
regard relatively short segments of sensor data without resort-
ing to a larger temporal context. Recurrent neural networks as
sequential classification models allow to take such informa-
tion into account. An LSTM network is a type of recurrent
neural network which uses designated memory cells to model
long-range dependencies within sequential data. For example,
Gers et al. [8] showed that LSTMs were able to successfully
learn the rules encoded in context-free and context-dependent
formal languages. Schaul and Schmidhuber [23] investigated
the use of LSTMs for modeling playing strategies in complex
games and the ability of the model to generalize from small
to larger game boards. Graves et al. [10] used bidirectional
LSTMs for recognition of unconstrained, connected handwrit-
ing. Eck and Schmidhuber [5] showed that LSTMs were able
to discover and reproduce the temporal structure of complex
pieces of music due to their ability in detecting long-range de-
pendencies. While LSTM has been established as a powerful
modeling tool, it has to our best knowledge never been applied
to behavioral data in the HCI context.

DATA COLLECTION
The well-known matching pairs game, constitutes a complex
HCI task which relies on working memory. In this game, a
player in one turn reveals two cards from a display of face-
down cards. If the revealed cards match (i.e., show the same
picture), they are removed from the game, otherwise, they
are turned face-down again. The goal of the game is to clear
the display with as few turns as possible, by memorizing the
location of already revealed cards. How people approach this
task carries a lot of information about their working memory
status. The game used in our data collection experiments
consists of randomly shuffled fourteen cards (seven pairs) and
was presented on an Android tablet, see Figure 1. Participants
played a single-player variant of the game in which they had
the goal of clearing the display as fast as possible. The game
application records log files of interaction features, such as
position and identity of selected cards.

Figure 1. Matching Pairs Game

To create a memory-related interaction obstacle, we introduced
a secondary task to the matching pairs game. Participants were
asked to play the game two times with and without secondary
task, in randomized order:

• Only Matching Pairs (MP): The participants are asked to
play the game without any parallel secondary task.

• Matching Pairs with Cumulative Sum (MP+CS): Whenever
the participant reveals a card, a random number between
1 and 9 will be spoken by the synthesized voice. The par-
ticipant is asked to calculate and memorize the sum of all
spoken numbers throughout the game.

In total, 31 people participated in our experiments. 22 par-
ticipants were male and the other 9 participants were female.
The ages range from 19 till 48, most of the participants were
students or university employees. All participants gave their in-
formed written consent. They were compensated with 10e for
their participation. The data collection was approved by the
ethics committee of the University of Bremen. For a sub-
set of 24 participants, we conducted the Memory Update
Test (MU) [17] in order to enable further evaluation of our
paradigm in comparison to a standard working memory test.
For the same subset of participants, we also recorded EEG
data, but this data is not evaluated in the current paper.

CLASSIFICATION SETUP
In this section, we will introduce the classification setup which
we implemented for the detection of memory-based interaction
obstacles. We treat the recorded data as a binary classification
task, where the output label is either MP or MP+CS. For this
purpose, we compare two classification models: A sequential
neural model based on LSTMs [14] and a static baseline model
based on Linear Discriminant Analysis (LDA). As the number
of available training episodes is very limited (each session
yields two episodes, one of each class), we generate additional
training data from a cognitive user simulation. We train the
classifier from data of 15 participants. For each participant, we
generate 1,000 episodes, resulting in a total of 15,000 training
episodes.

The overall system consists of two main components: The
Cognitive Memory Model (CMM) [19], which is used to sim-
ulate plausible additional training episodes, and the classifier
which is trained to label given game sequences (or prefixes
thereof) as either MP or MP+CS. The following subsections
explain the role of both parts.
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CMM-based User Simulation
A challenge of generating additional training sequences for
training of a sequential classification model is that the se-
quences have to maintain plausible temporal relationships be-
tween time slices. While traditional oversampling approaches,
such as ADASYN [11], do not consider the temporal structure
of sequences, recent approaches, such as [9], aim at capturing
this temporal structure to generate plausible sequential data.

The Cognitive Memory Model [19] (CMM) is a general com-
putational cognitive model of human memory inspired by the
ACT-R theory [1]. It has been successfully employed to model
games of matching pairs, revealing different playing strategies
and levels of memory performance. In this work, the CMM
acts as a simulator to generate additional training episodes
for the classifier to detect memory-based interaction obstacles.
The CMM is based on a decay-based forgetting mechanism
to realistically simulate non-perfect human memory. For each
item in memory (cards in our use case), the CMM maintains
an activation value from which the likelihood of retrieval can
be calculated. In general, the activation of an item depends
on the frequency and recency of stimulations of said item.
Based on the retrieval likelihood for all individual cards in a
given game state, we execute a specific strategy to select which
cards to reveal. This strategy balances exploration (revealing
cards which are unknown to the player or not remembered)
and exploitation (revealing pairs when position of both corre-
sponding cards is remembered with high enough probability).
By repeatedly executing this strategy and updating the game
state, artificial sequences of game play can be generated. See
the work by Putze et al. [20] for details on how to model the
game of matching pairs using the CMM.

The CMM has a number of free parameters, such as the degree
of memory decay, which determine its predictions of memory
performance. Those parameters can be optimized by a ge-
netic optimization algorithm in CMM to best fit the empirical
training data. The genetic optimizer maintains a population
of CMM configurations consisting of all free parameters. The
population is initialized randomly and then iteratively updated
according to the standard operations of genetic optimization,
mutation and selection [7]. For selection, we employ two
different similarity metrics, the so-called matching-pairs and
exploiting-punishment measures, to compare a set of gener-
ated game sessions to real game sessions. The matching-pairs
measure counts the number of removed card pairs for each
turn. The exploiting-punishment measure counts the number
of card pairs which have both been revealed at some point of
the game but have not been removed by the player (presum-
ably, because the location of one or both of the cards to that
pair have been forgotten by the player). A CMM configuration
is then selected more likely if it generates game sessions which
are close to the real data according to the specified similarity
metrics. As we are comparing sequences, the similarity mea-
sures are also defined per game turn and distance between two
game sessions is measured as the Root Mean Squared Error
(RMSE) between the two turn-wise sequences.

Playing behavior in the game of matching pairs varies between
individual players, for example depending on working mem-

ory capacity and differences in playing strategy. To achieve
enough variance in the training data, we do not pool all avail-
able real sessions together to optimize a global parameter set;
instead, we repeat the process for each session individually
and only pool the resulting simulated sessions together to form
a richer, more varied corpus of simulated sessions.

Classifiers
LSTMs are a special form of recurrent neural network which
are designed to model sequential data. LSTMs consist of
so-called LSTM cells which explicitly store, retain, or forget
information from previous time steps. This approach is chosen
to battle the challenge of vanishing gradient in traditional
recurrent neural networks. The network for our approach is
shown in Figure 2. It starts with an LSTM layer with 32 LSTM

Figure 2. Prediction model bottom-up topology

cells as input layer to handle the training data sequences. The
LSTM is followed by a Dropout layer with rate of 0.5 acting as
a regularization technique that avoids over-fitting by randomly
ignoring neurons during training [24]. The output layer is
a fully connected dense layer that uses soft-max activation
and outputs a binary label. To fit the model, we perform
500 epochs of Stochastic Gradient Decent (SGD) which has
been used with adaptive learning rate lr = 0.1

#epoch . The input
sequences consist of the ordered consecutive chosen cards,
each card represented by two features: The first one encodes
its position in the revealing order of motives (from 1 to 7, since
the game has 14 cards, i.e., 7 pairs), while the second feature
encodes the card’s position in the corresponding pair (1 or 2).
After 500 training epochs on simulated data, we retrain the
resulting model with the original 15 real training sessions.

In contrast to the LSTM model, the LDA model considers a
whole game at once. For this purpose, we need to manually de-
fine the features which are expected to differ between classes.
The following features summarize for a game prefix how effi-
cient and close-to-optimal a player performed: 1) Number of
cards left in the game, 2) Number of never revealed cards in
the game, 3) Maximum number of times revealing the same
card, and 4) Number of turns since game completion (= 0 if
game not yet completed). From these features, we train an
LDA model to classify logged games into MP and MP+CS.
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EVALUATION
Before analyzing the trained classifiers, we check the behav-
ioral differences between classes MP and MP+CS. Figure 3
shows the matching-pairs statistic for both classes. We see a
difference between the two conditions, although standard devi-
ation is high. This implies that the secondary task deteriorates
MP performance but its presence cannot immediately detected
from simple behavioral measurements1. We also compared
performance in MP for participants with above-median and
below-median memory capacity according to the MU test and
saw a significant difference in game completion time. This
confirms that the MP task is actually memory-dependant.

Figure 3. Mean matching-pairs statistic for MP and MP+CS conditions
of real data (MP Real and MP+CS Real) and simulated data (MP Sim
and MP+CS Sim). For real data, whiskers show standard deviation.

As a next step, we compare the simulated sessions to the real
ones. Figure 3 also presents the mean matching-pairs metric
of all generated sessions. The evident similarity can also be
quantified by calculating turn-wise RMSE between curves for
corresponding real and simulated curves. Simulated data from
class MP yields an RMSE of 0.12 to the real data from class
MP and an RMSE of 0.41 from class MP+CS. Distance is
similarly large for simulated data from class MP+CS (RMSE
of 0.67 to real MP and 0.21 to real MP+CS).

For evaluating the classifiers, we repeatedly split the avail-
able 31 playing sessions randomly into training and testing
sets, of size 15 and 16, respectively. For each split, we again
performed multiple “inner” iterations with different randomly
generated sets of 15000 training sessions. In this setting, we
used 20 splits with 20 inner iterations each. Training and
testing data is balanced for classes MP and MP+CS. We test
the trained classification model on the testing data of the re-
spective split, as well as on 3000 newly generated sessions
which are disjoint from the training sessions. We perform the
analysis for game prefixes of different fixed lengths. Since
our matching pairs game has 7 pairs of cards, the minimum
game length is 7 turns. In addition, all participants’ logs show
that the participants finish the game in 10 to 15 game turns.
1the matching-pairs statistic corresponds to the first LDA feature.

Length LSTM Sim LDA Sim LSTM Real LDA Real

7 58.2 (0.9) 52.6 (0.9) 62.6 (1.1) 43.9 (1.3)
10 59.3 (0.8) 50.0 (0.1) 66.1 (0.5) 56.2 (0.0)
15 60.1 (0.5) 56.8 (0.8) 65.1 (1.3) 57.9 (2.3)

Table 1. Average accuracy (and standard error) for LSTM and and LDA
classification models on simulated and real testing data for game prefixes
of different lengths.

Therefore, we look at game prefixes of length 7, 10, and 15.
As performance metric, we report classification accuracy, sum-
marized in Table 1.

These results show that the LSTM model outperforms the
LDA model. The improvement is statistically significant for
all results on simulated and real data (p < 0.05, calculated
using a paired t-test on the result of individual iterations). The
LSTM model outperforms the LDA baseline by more than
42% relative for 7 game turns, 17% relative for 10 game turnes
and more than 12% relative for 15 game turns. Such results
show high advantages of using LSTM over LDA especially for
short behavioural sequences (7 game turns). While the manual
defined LDA features require relatively long game prefixes to
estimate reliable game statistics, the LSTM exploits temporal
dependencies also from shorter game prefixes. However, the
model is still in-progress and these results can be further im-
proved by tuning the hyper-parameters and generating more
training data.

DISCUSSION
In this paper, we have demonstrated the feasibility of detect-
ing memory-based interaction obstacles without resorting to
additional sensors by modeling time series of user behavior
with sequential LSTMs. For generating additional training
episodes, we employed a novel, cognitively inspired simula-
tion and showed their similarity to the real data. We showed
that the simulation was able to generate plausible training
sessions and that the sequential LSTM-based model outper-
formed a static LDA-based baseline by up to 42% relative.
Although classification needs to be further improved to be
reliable enough for adaptive HCI systems, the approach is
promising to be helpful for a large variety of scenarios: Cogni-
tive architectures such as ACT-R, which is the main source for
the employed simulation, aim at modeling general human be-
havior. Therefore, we assume that the approach for classifying
sequences of human behavior data can be transferred to other
tasks by adjusting the simulation. For this purpose, it is also
relevant that it is not necessary to engineer features for the
LSTM which works with the raw sequence of user behavior.
Next steps will focus on the exploitation of the additional data
recorded in this study: 1) We will investigate the recorded
EEG data for the detection of memory-based interaction obsta-
cles from combined neural and behavioral features. 2) We will
use the data from the MU test to investigate memory-based in-
teraction obstacles which result from limited working memory
capacity (in contrast to memory-loading secondary tasks).
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